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April 24 to May 5
Gallery 1313, 1313 Queen St. West, Wed-Sun, 1– 6 pm
Opening Reception: Thursday, April 25, 6–9 pm 
Artists’ Talk: Saturday, April 27, 2–3 pm

Bahar Toussi • Brian Hart • David Pokorny • Eliza Moore • Huw Morgan  
Joachim Oepkes • John Faragher • Josh Henderson • Kye Marshall  
Lilianne Schneider • Linda Briskin • Margarita Barrientos-Macdonald  
Seth Vane • Ted Scott • Ulla Djelweh

May 8 to 19
Gallery 1313, 1313 Queen St. West, Wed-Sun, 1– 6 pm
Opening Reception: Thursday, May 9, 7–9 pm 
Artists’ Talk: Saturday, May 11, 2–3 pm

Branimir Ružić • Brian Groberman • Christine Mack • Christine Marshall-Smith  
Courtney Fairweather • Drew Williamson • Eric Garsonnin • James Sutherland  
Jeff Curran • Patrice Carmichael • Susan Fothergill • Susan Kerr  
Sylvia Galbraith • Trevor Ydreos • Zohreh Moeini

May 20 to June 1
Artscape Youngplace, 180 Shaw Street,  
3rd Floor Hallway Gallery, Mon-Sun, 8 am–8 pm (last day until 3 pm)

Opening Reception: Thursday, May 23, 6–8 pm 
Artists’ Talk: Saturday, May 25, 2–3 pm 

Annie Tong • Atia Pokorny • Broma • Celina Virani • Christina Shivcharan  
David Brandy • Elsie Nisonen • Gustavo Jabbaz • Janne Reuss • Jude Marion  
Robert Caspary • Sandy Middleton

Spectra is a three-part exhibition by a group of innovative members of Gallery 44 

Centre for Contemporary Photography, who have pooled their talent to showcase 

their work in conjunction with the Scotiabank CONTACT 2019 Photography 

Festival. Spectra is the spirit embodied by the community of Gallery 44. 



Margarita Barrientos-Macdonald
Margarita Barrientos-Macdonald is an interdisciplinary artist, educator, curator, and art consultant. Macdonald 
is originally from El Paso, Texas. Moving to Canada has influenced her to investigate the relationship between 
landscape, memory and social political issues. Through her abstractions, she brings attention to issues such as human 
vulnerability and mental health. 

Barrientos-Macdonald received her MFA from York University and her BFA from the joint program of the University 
of Toronto and Sheridan Institute of Technology with distinction and was awarded the Sheridan Board of Governors 
award for Academic Excellence. Her work has been exhibited in the Toronto area and in Mexico.

margiebmacdonald@gmail.com



David Brandy
David Brandy began his creative career with a BA in Radio and Television 
Arts from Ryerson University. His practice has evolved from radio 
copywriter to Founder and Creative Director of a marketing events 
agency to photographic storyteller. Brandy’s images capture transient 
moments that locate the uncanny in the ordinary. They reflect a splendour 
we seldom notice, revealing that beauty can be strange and the strange 
can be beautiful. Brandy’s work was chosen for the 2019 SNAP FOR ACT 
Curatorial Collection photographic fundraiser. He was invited to exhibit in 
the Scarborough Arts booth at the 2018 Toronto Outdoor Art Fair. He was 
a finalist in both the Quest Art 2018 TD Wealth | Thor Wealth Management 
Group National Art Prize and the 2017 Salt Spring National Art Prize. 
Brandy’s art is found in private and corporate collections across Canada. 

david@davidbrandy.com | www.davidbrandy.com 
IG: @davidbrandyphotography



Linda Briskin
Linda Briskin has ever-shifting photographic enthusiasms—the ambiguities in what we choose to see and the permeability between the 
remembered and the imagined. Photo-collage is used to construct unique and painterly images layered with nuance and narrative which 
both embrace and displace the original images. For Contact 2019, she presents Reclamation, a collage constructed from over thirty 
photographs which reflects on the discarded junk of modern life. The green vines weaving their way around and through the detritus  
are a reminder of the earth’s resilience. In 2018, Briskin was selected for The New Feminist Gaze at Simeon Den Gallery in California.  
Her photograph Motorcycle Women was published in Best of Photography 2018 by Photographers Forum. Recently, she had a solo show 
at Helen & Hildegard Apothecary as part of the Junction Contact Festival, a window installation at Cutler & Gross, and participated in 
numerous group shows.

lbriskin@yorku.ca | www.lindabriskinphotography.com 



Broma
Broma has lived on three continents, studying anthropology and working in textile design and 
graphic art before turning to film and photography. Broma’s work explores inter-generational 
and inter-sectional themes from a perspective of indigenous experience, invisible disabilities and 
body image. Broma uses an auto-ethnographic approach to her work, using dress-up and play  
to explore migration narratives and the shifting layers that create our neighbourhoods.

Contact through Fraser McCallum: fraser@gallery44.org



Patrice Carmichael
Patrice Carmichael is a visual artist working across media. Her practice begins from the photographic narrative exploring quiet,  
wild landscapes. She considers the species and people before taking her practice to painting. These images redefine nature in her own 
realities of colour and shape. Her current work explores these questions: How do we cope with such rapid change in our environment? 
How do we absorb spatial and social vulnerabilities and what effect does it have on us? In 2014 and 2015 Patrice travelled with Parks 
Canada’s “Art in the Park” program to Ivvavik in the Western Arctic, a rare opportunity to experience a protected area. In her third 
journey to Nunavut in 2017, somewhere between Baffin Island and Greenland, she camped out on the frozen ocean for a few weeks  
to meet the area’s mythical whale pods.

patricecarmichael@gmail.com | www.patricecarmichael.com



Robert Caspary
Robert Caspary is a lens-based artist whose practice is rooted in experimentalist concepts and practices. Manipulating his images  
with both traditional and contemporary arts and photographic techniques, Caspary examines, through his imagery, the stratification  
of emotive and environmental agents of contemporary urban life. His themes are of ritual and tradition, public work and private life,  
and the shifting emotive resonance and life energies than runs through all. His current work examines the re-contextualized concepts  
of body-memory and performative recall, the ‘photograph’ as mnemonic appliance for memory retrieval and permanence, and recall, 
social memory and patterns of merging ritual and archetype during rapid globalization. Caspary also works with pre-photographic 
memory traditions of oral histories shared within collective activities of ‘craft’—meals and food preservation, sewing/quilting/knitting 
circles, music and song circles.

robertcaspary88@gmail.com | www.robertcaspary.com | IG: @robertcaspary88



Jeff Curran
Jeff Curran is a Canadian photographer who currently works and lives in Toronto. From an early age, he developed a passion for exploration, 
which later combined with individual studies in photography. He decided to pursue this form of art inspired by the power images hold as a 
form of communication and their ability to invite an emotional response. Curran uses images to explore and communicate the complexities 
of everyday surroundings. His images hold memories gathered in his observations. As a photographic artist, his goal is to visually capture 
and tell a story that evokes feelings and draws the viewer into the scene. As he continues pursuing his artistic vision, each photograph 
represents a reflection of his journey. A member of Photographic Society of America, Curran’s work has been published and won numerous 
international awards, being exhibited in galleries in New York, Los Angeles and Toronto. 

contact@jeffcurranphotography.com | www.jeffcurranphotography.com | IG: @jeffcurranphotography



Ulla Djelweh
Ulla Djelweh is a Toronto-based interdisciplinary artist and a graduate of the Ontario College of Art. She has consistently 
exhibited and sold her work since 1985. In recent years digital photography has become her medium of choice. A passion for 
travel and foreign cultures and her keen interest in landscapes, gardens and architecture often plant the seed for a visual story; 
a natural or man-made environment supplies her with an abundance of new subjects. Strange colours, shapes and lines—often 
created by an ever-changing light and its reflections—might become the trigger for a fresh idea. Current social and political 
issues are addressed at times. For Contact 2017, she documented Relics of the Industrial Age, their current use and timeless 
beauty. In 2018 her focus was on Iceland and its dramatic landscapes. 

ulladjelwehart@yahoo.ca | www.ulladjelweh.com



Courtney Fairweather
Courtney Fairweather is a multi-media artist who has studied and shown her work both in the Netherlands and in 
Canada. She has two primary streams of interest. One is landscape and wildlife photography that results from her 
extensive travels. The camera lens enables her to foreground and process the surfeit of new information, instead  
of being overwhelmed by the immensity of the Angkor Wat in Cambodia or the Atacama Desert in northern Chile.  
Her other stream of interest deals with issues surrounding body image and gender politics. For Contact 2019,  
she is exhibiting Doll House, part of a body of work in which she examines the socializing roles of dolls and 
illustrations in children’s books. She holds a BFA in Visual Arts from York University. 

cfw@yorku.ca



John Faragher
John Faragher is a Toronto landscape photographer. In his photography, he emphasizes capturing the serenity, 
beauty and majesty of landscapes that appear in a natural and unaltered state. In each photograph he places an 
emphasis on iconic elements of the landscape as seen in the water, lakes, trees and rock of the Niagara Escarpment, 
the Great Lakes and the Canadian Shield. His work has been included in numerous group shows and featured in 
the Member’s Gallery at Gallery 44. Faragher works as an online visual arts teacher for TVO and the Independent 
Learning Centre. He is a retired photography and media arts teacher.

johnfaragher@rogers.com



Susan Fothergill
Susan Fothergill is a Toronto native whose photography is focussed on landscape, both urban and rural. Road trips 
through the Ontario countryside provide the raw material. The most influential and inspiring location is a friend’s 
house on Lake Ontario at Cobourg. Time spent on special occasion weekends yields a never-ending drama by the 
lake. Her attention to that piece of shoreline in all seasons continues. Some of her photographs from the lake house 
have been exhibited at Gallery 44’s members’ exhibitions. Fothergill also works extensively in print, particularly 
silkscreen and linocut. Different series examining a relationship to specific articles of feminine apparel have been 
widely exhibited and appear in national magazines, film and television.

susanfothergill@sympatico.ca | IG: sukizann



Sylvia Galbraith
Sylvia Galbraith is a full-time Ontario-based photographer whose work includes landscape, documentary, and 
commercial photography. She teaches photography at Conestoga College in Kitchener as well as from her studio 
in Fergus, and is frequently a guest instructor at venues across Canada. Galbraith has participated in residencies in 
Newfoundland, Banff and Northern Ontario and is happiest in remote locations and truly bad weather. Her recent 
photographs demonstrate a deep connection with the landscapes and people found in some of Canada’s loneliest 
places. She’s the photographer you see perched on a cliff in a windstorm, freezing in blowing snow, or crashing 
through two-meter waves in a boat that’s likely too small for the job. Favourite sayings: “Got a great rain suit,  
and know how to use it!” and “Photos before food… but definitely not before coffee!” 

art@sylviagalbraith.ca | www.sylviagalbraith.ca



Eric Garsonnin
Eric Garsonnin is a retired jack-of-all-trades who last worked teaching English to newcomers. After a lifetime of 
shooting for fun and to record events, he now seeks beauty in black and white photographs. He also produces 
photobooks and a photographic periodical, Zest.

ericg@bell.net



Brian Groberman
Brian Groberman focuses on public spaces and fluid movement in search of new methods to ‘read the city’. The work often involves 
contact with architecture as well as basic landscape elements. It investigates the dynamics of landscape, including the manipulation 
of optics and the limits of reflected images based on challenging our assumptions of what landscape means to us. This is achieved 
through capturing motion (passage of time), diverse textures and contrasting lighting. He utilizes a variety of photographic technology 
and techniques, including traditional film formats (medium and large) and digital formats incorporated with digital post-production. 
Groberman currently resides and develops his artwork practices in the Greater Toronto and Hamilton area. 

PictureThis@ragnell.ca | www.BGPhotoAndImaging.ca



Brian Hart
Brian Hart has been practicing photography for over 20 years with 
experience in Portraiture, Fashion and Nature Photography. He has 
attended Sheridan College for Applied Photography and Canadore College 
for Journalism where he discovered his love of photographing people and 
experimenting with darkroom techniques. He likes to show the relationship 
between how we imagine things to be as to how they actually are. For 
Spectra, Hart Photography will be showing unique portraits using only infra 
red film which add a dreamy quality to the prints which will also be printed 
on fibre based paper. Hart Photography has participated in several gallery 
shows in Toronto, Guelph and Ottawa and has been in several newspapers 
and magazines in Ottawa and Guelph. Hart Photography looks to continue 
to grow and learn from other artists and hopefully continue making strong 
images that will last.

brianpaulhart1@yahoo.ca | www.bhpphotography.format.com 



Josh Henderson
Josh Henderson was born and raised in Toronto (Ontario). He grew up in a family of fine artists, surrounded by art. While his initial  
focus was painting, he gravitated to cameras and their ability to capture raw perspectives. Henderson brought a background in art 
theory to his post-secondary studies in cinematography and media at Ryerson University. Since graduating, Henderson has worked in 
film, television, and new media. He is an associate member of the Canadian Society of Cinematographers, a member of the Academy  
of Canadian Cinema and Television, and a member of Gallery 44. Recently, he completed the American Society of Cinematographers  
Master Class. Known for his versatility in cinematography and photography, Henderson has crafted diverse atmospheres across his 
narrative, documentary, and commercial projects. His current work touches on the quiet and veiled aspects of a journey via stillness, 
anonymity and obscuration.

jrdhenderson@gmail.com | http://www.jrdhenderson.ca/ | IG: @jrdhenderson



Gustavo Jabbaz
Gustavo Jabbaz is an urban photographer and loves Toronto’s buildings and streets which are the subjects in the 
series “Financial District TO” for Contact 2019. He began taking pictures at an early age. Initially, Jabbaz taught 
himself how to develop and print black and white photographs. In 1998 he acquired his first digital camera and hasn’t 
changed mediums since. He is currently a member of Gallery 44 and has taken part in the following shows: Salon 44 
(2018), Forward group exhibit (2018), and 365 group show (2018). Also, Jabbaz has participated in RMG Exposed,  
the photography auction at The Robert McLaughlin Gallery (2017 and 2018), and The Summer Emerging Art 
Exhibition (2018) at Gallery 1313. 

gustavo@vacaseca.com | www.vacaseca.com | IG: @vacaseca



Susan Kerr
Susan Kerr completed a certificate in analog photography in 1999 at Ryerson University and holds a B.A. in Art 
History from the University of Toronto. She is interested in exploring various topics using both analog and digital 
techniques to capture and print images. In her images for Contact 2019, Kerr aims to convey the sense of awe one 
experiences while walking amongst the magnificent trees of the old growth temperate rainforest on the west coast  
of Canada. Kerr has exhibited with Ryerson’s Chang School in their annual student show for the past five years, 
Gallery 44’s annual exhibition Photopia as well as Salon 44, the Darkroom exhibition at 918 Bathurst and SNAP 2018. 
She was awarded prizes in 2015 and 2018 for work exhibited at the Art Square gallery. Susan has been a member  
of Gallery 44 since 2015. 

Susan.kerr@rogers.com | Susanmkerr.com



Christine Mack
Christine Mack’s photographs are an imaginative reinterpretation of the 
flowers that have populated her real world garden. Mack feels these 
flowers abstractly personify a parallel world. Reflecting on life, death and 
the hereafter, Mack asks if you could choose life after death or the next 
world, the beyond, “Which plant would you reappear as forever?” Bigger 
than life, these flowers stimulate the imagination with the familiar but Mack 
encourages us to think about eternity and a somewhat unconventional  
and alternative green universe for our future. “Forever Green” is one of  
a number of exhibitions that Mack is currently working on. Mack has  
been a photographic artist and photo educator for over 30 years.  
Her photographic art is found in both private and corporate collections.

silverhalide.chris@gmail.com | https://christinemack.com/



Jude Marion
Jude Marion is a lens-based artist who lives and works in Toronto. Marion gets her inspiration and images from the 
built environment. Her work explores the interaction of people and nature within that built environment. Marion has 
participated in several solo and group shows, including her recent photographs in ‘Sum of the Parts’ with the F8 
Photography Collective of which she is a member, and ‘Salon 44’ at Gallery 44.

judemarionphoto@gmail.com | http://judemarion.com/



Kye Marshall
Kye Marshall is a photographer, composer and experimental cellist. She brings to her photography her experience, 
vision and discipline as a professional musician. Her compositional skills using colour, rhythm, line and form influence 
her photographs. For Contact 2019, Marshall will exhibit Etudes in White which explores the microscopic world of 
flowers. She uses a macro lens to transform what we think of as a flower into abstract images which are variously 
wondrous, geometric and fantastical. These images derived from nature become metaphors for the unconscious.  
By stimulating the imagination they lead to different ways of seeing the world and experiencing the self. Marshall 
takes inspiration from William Blake who said “Nature is imagination itself”. She has exhibited in group shows at  
many galleries. She has had solo shows at Axis Gallery and Grill, Fairview Library, the Canadian Music Centre, 
Richview Library, Window Box and Yorkville Library.

kyemarshall@rogers.com | http://www.kyemarshall.com



Christine Marshall-Smith
Christine Marshall-Smith is drawn to artifacts as evidence of history and human experience. In her practice, photographs 
engage with both object and place, giving recognition to their existence. She seeks to create a photographic testament to 
the remains of both the past and present, while encompassing the miscellanies of a culture and the way of life of a society. 
Marshall-Smith works with both alternative and contemporary photographic processes, and explores which process is 
most sensitive to her interpretation of the image. Marshall-Smith holds a BFA from Ryerson University. She has worked in 
medical and editorial/advertising photography, both in Canada and the UK. In addition to publication in various medical 
journals, print media and fine art publications, her work resides in private collections.

marshallsmithchristine@gmail.com



Sandy Middleton
Sandy Middleton is a Canadian photographer and artist whose current practice is focused on (re)making images that deal with identity, 
memory and archive. When not working with found images, her subject matter is primarily altered landscapes that are captured with 
both analogue and digital cameras. In recent years she has used encaustic medium and wood transfer prints to create her mixed media 
works. Her fine art is in many private and public collections. Middleton holds a BA in Photography from Ryerson University. She was 
nominated as an established artist for the St. Catharines Arts Awards and is the recipient of numerous Ontario Arts Council grants. 
Middleton resides in the Niagara Region where she is active member of the Arts and Culture Committee for the City of St. Catharines  
and is the Chair of the St. Catharines Cultural Investment Program.

sandymiddletonartist@gmail.com | https://middletonfolio.viewbook.com/ 
IG: middletonphotographs | FB: sandymiddletonphotographicart



Zohreh Moeini
Zohreh Moeini is a Toronto-based fine art photographer born and raised in Tehran, Iran. Having started her journey in photography back 
home as a photojournalist, she decided to pursue her dream and went on to study photography at Ryerson University after moving to 
Canada. She has participated in various group exhibitions including Seyhoon, Golestan Art Gallery in Tehran, and Atlantisia Art Gallery  
in Toronto, as well as Gallery 1313 for the 2017 Contact Festival. Moeini has a particular interest in street as well as abstract photography. 
She is currently working on an abstract series using simple indoor subjects, encompassing elements of light, lines, curves, and textures. 
She is in search of a concept for each shot and hopes to find stories through the lineaments that are among the moments she captures.

zohreh2255@gmail.com | 416-999-1850 | IG: zohrehxoom



Eliza Moore
Eliza Moore is a documentary and art photographer based in Toronto. Her other work in urban design, architecture and project 
management creates the context for careful observation and documentation of development and conservation in the city. Current works 
in progress are set in the Toronto waterfront and other parts of the Great Lakes. Moore’s work has been shown in numerous group shows 
in Toronto and Montreal, and at Gallery 44 and the Rectory Gallery on Toronto Island. An accident last winter bruised her eyes and 
reminded her how fragile and miraculous human vision is. Sometimes what we see, or don’t see, cannot be replicated by the camera lens. 
In Contact 2019, Moore will be showing a new series that captures passing landscapes through various panning and layering techniques.

eliza_moore@yahoo.com | www.EccentricMontage.com | TWTR:@EccentricMntage | IG: mooreeliza



Huw Morgan
Huw Morgan is a professional fine art and event photographer based in southern Ontario. His most recent solo show at  
the Kawartha Art Gallery was called Traces of Settlement, a series of photographs about the rapid return to nature of 
human artifacts from the people who settled Ontario in the nineteenth century. Morgan has exhibited in several group 
shows at Gallery 44, Rails-end Gallery and Elaine Fleck Gallery. For Contact 2018, he featured work from his current project, 
End of Summer, bittersweet photographs of colourful tourist sites after they close for the winter months. 

huw.morgan@gmail.com | http://magikrealism.com



Elsie Nisonen
Elsie Nisonen is a lens-based artist based in Toronto. She likes to work  
with the materiality of image making and is interested in creating 
multi-media images with multiple layers both in meaning and physical 
intervention. Her works are explorations into light, materiality, layering, 
nostalgia and storytelling and reside in the space between reality and 
fantasy, memory and truth. 

Her recent conceptual work explores the impact of old family photographs 
and documents, and how they shape the accepted narratives of families. 
She has earned a Certificate in Photography at Chang School (Ryerson 
University) and has also studied at the Ontario College of Art and Design, 
and the University of Toronto. She has participated in many group shows, 
including the inaugural Low Res Show at Gallery 44 in 2017. 

elsienisonen@gmail.com | www.elsienisonen.ca | IG: @elsienisonen



Joachim Oepkes
Joachim Oepkes is a multi-media artist and fine art photographer. He is known for his narrative driven portraiture, 
large scale media installations and documentary style abstractions. For the Contact Photo Festival 2019 a series of 
black and white photographs entitled “Evocations” are exhibited. These pictures intend to conjure subjective feelings, 
memories and symbolic associations. Several artworks by Oepkes are collected by Gallery Arcturus, a private 
Canadian art foundation in Toronto. He has participated in solo and group exhibitions at Gallery 44, Gallery 1313, 
Connections Gallery (representing Toronto East End Arts), Pleasure Dome, The Gladstone Hotel, Sheridan College, 
and OCAD. As well as being an independent artist, Joachim Oepkes has had a long career as a renowned art teacher 
at Sheridan College (1987-2014).

joachimoepkes@gmail.com 



Atia Pokorny
Atia Pokorny, a native of Prague, has lived and worked in Toronto since 1982. Her work, based on a lifetime engagement with architecture 
and art, increasingly focuses on experimental approaches to her lens-based art. Pokorny’s use of digital interventions and manipulation of 
finished photographs by folding, cutting, and collage specifically applies to her exploration of memory and its relationship to photography, 
and to examination of the fluidity of what is remembered and what is imagined. As a member of Gallery 44, she had a solo exhibition, 
“Space Revisited”, in the Members’ Gallery (2016), and has participated in numerous group shows such as “On Process and Practice” (2017), 
and “Memory and Photography Lab” (2019). This is her fourth year participating in the Contact Festival. Pokorny’s Leporelo and Treasure 
Boxes shown in this exhibition represent an imaginary archive of her treasured memories.

atiapokorny@gmail.com | www.atiapokorny.ca | IG: @pokornyatia



David Pokorny
David Pokorny has a degree in architecture and structural engineering from the Czech Technical University in Prague. When in 
his teens, his father gave him an old Voigtländer camera and he became instantly hooked on photography and the dark room 
process. During his university studies, he focused on photographing mostly architecture. Later, as part of his professional practice in 
conservation of heritage buildings, he produced a large body of photo-documentation of historic facades throughout the Czech lands. 
He has always been fascinated with the interplay of light with lines and textures that form planes, spaces, and mass. He understands 
that these characteristics are not limited only to architecture as he seeks other subjects as well. Now retired, he devotes more of his 
time to photography: partly to revisit his past analog work, partly to experiment with the limitless possibilities of digital photography.

synt25@gmail.com | www.synt.ca



Janne Reuss
Janne Reuss is a multidisciplinary and conceptually driven artist. Her 
work addresses the existential and cultural human conditions of freedom, 
confinement and identity especially from the female point of view. The 
spaces she creates are often ambiguous and multilayered inviting the 
viewer to contemplate. Reuss cuts her photographs and rearranges the 
fragments manually. The resulting handmade collages are then scanned 
and printed as photographs. The final work consists of the initial original 
photomontage and a small edition of 3-5 digital prints. She studied Fine 
Arts at the Academy of Art & Design in Stuttgart, Germany, and History 
of Art in Mexico City, where she was born and raised. Her work is held 
in private as well as public collections: The Donovan Art Collection at 
St. Michael’s College, Toronto, Canada (2013), and the Municipal Gallery 
Ostfildern, Germany (2008).

info@janneArt.net | www.janneArt.net | IG: jannereuss



Branimir Ružić
Branimir Ružić joined Gallery 44 in 2010. Through photography, Ružić 
pursues his visions, interests and passions while observing the world around 
him. He offers insight into themes that interest him and renders emotions 
through images that he captures and creates. For Contact 2019, Ružić will 
exhibit photographs from the one-of-a-kind trumpet festival held in Guča 
(pronounced Gucha), Serbia in August 2018. Ružić photographed people 
who gathered from all over the world, documenting the diversity of cultures 
and generations through the faces, instruments and outfits of musicians 
and guests. His aim was to visualize the swinging atmosphere of people 
who found themselves at liberty to be unconstrained, and to capture joy 
and enthusiasm in his portraits. Focusing on spontaneous moments, Ružić’s 
photographs offer insight into the synergy between traditional Serbian 
folklore and cultures of the world.

info@gallery44.org | 416-979-3941  
www.branimirruzicphotography.com



Lilianne Schneider
Lilianne Schneider is a self-taught photographer, born and raised in Peru living in Toronto since the late 1980s.  
She is influenced by the rich experimental film scene in Toronto and her various travels abroad. They have forged her 
sensitivity for the environment that surrounds her, constantly, looking for photographic subjects in the streets where 
society and culture converge. Photography opens her mind to experiment and re-create. Her work was recently 
shown by the Patrons for Arts of Peru at Toronto City Hall and featured at some group exhibitions at Columbus 
Center, PIX FILM Gallery and private charitable parties. For Contact 2019, Schneider is presenting her Bull project 
which offers an analogy to bullying and the constant pressures from daily life in our society.

lilis@rogers.com | https://www.lilisch.com



Ted Scott
Ted Scott is an accomplished photographer, architect, graphic designer, 
lecturer, and a passionate traveller and tour guide to Tokyo and Kyoto, 
Japan; Provence, France; and Tuscany, Italy. Ted has been making 
photographs since 1969, and had his first of more than two-dozen 
exhibitions at the Keenlyside Gallery in Vancouver in 1980. Subsequent 
exhibitions were in Vancouver, Toronto, France, and Brazil. Ted prefers to 
make images that are divorced from reality, which are non-representational, 
but which are derived from conventional scenes in front of his camera.

ted@tedscott.com | 416-259-7443 | http://www.tedscott.com



Christina Shivcharan
Christina Shivcharan has always enjoyed observing the world. As a child  
she frittered away hours staring out the window, looking at the daily 
workings of her neighbours. During her teenage years, after years of 
longing for a camera, her father came home one day and handed her an 
old Spotmatic. From then the magic of photography took hold, resulting 
in many skipped high school classes for time spent in the red glow of the 
darkroom. Her favourite subjects are nature and architecture shot on grainy 
black and white film. Having immense respect for the camera’s ability to 
show us what we cannot see with our eyes, Shivcharan’s goal is to produce 
darkroom printed images that inspire us to reconnect with our environment. 
For the Contact Festival she will present a visual expression of how it felt 
living without her camera and a darkroom.

http://www.8x10.photography/



James Sutherland
James Sutherland studied architecture after a BA in Art History and English Lit at UBC in the sixties. After working in several architects’ 
offices, he formed his own studio to design architectural-scale graphics, banners and murals for many public buildings, for example, the 
DuPont Subway Station and, with the native artists of Mnjikaning, the Circle of Clans Mural on Casino Rama. His photography evolved  
from recording his artwork to an independent artistic practice after studying with Peter Sramek at OCA. Sutherland primarily practices 
three streams of photography: Landscape in search of a more efficacious understanding of our cultural and historical relationship with  
the natural environment; Portrait photography to celebrate the marvelous varieties of human individuality we encounter; and Photocollage 
to develop the artistic potential of new digital tools as photographic media approach the flexibility and freedom of painting. 

arcathexis@gmail.com



Annie Tong
Annie Tong’s photography explores different themes within documentary-
style portraiture. She is intrigued by the beauty of the ordinary, and looks 
to “the everyday of life” for her inspiration. Whether as a traveler seeking 
to understand a day in the life of others, or, in her role as a healthcare 
photographer seeking to reveal the ordinary elements of otherwise 
commonly extraordinary circumstances of life, her photography strives  
to be both uneventful and familiar. Tong graduated from Sheridan  
College in applied photography. She lives in Toronto and works as  
a professional photographer.

annietongonline@gmail.com



Bahar Toussi
Bahar Toussi experiments with various methods and techniques in her photography practice such as photomontage, 
digital manipulation and fine art photography. She consciously expands the boundaries of her observation and 
explores conceptual and cognitive values. Her artistic endeavors are an extension of her personal experiences and 
passions. She is influenced, among other things, by the places she has lived and traveled, by nature, and by literature. 
Toussi holds an engineering degree from Azad University in Tehran and a certificate in Film Studies from Ryerson 
University. She has participated in group shows on conceptual photography at Gallery 44 and OCAD as part of 
Contact Festival (2014 and 2018).

bmtbox@gmail.com | www.bahartusi.com | IG: bahartus



Seth Vane
Seth Vane is an award-winning freelance photojournalist and documentary photographer currently living and 
working in Toronto. In his photography, Vane combines the realistic and sometimes brutally honest point of view  
of the ordinary human situations. His photography challenges the indifference of the viewer by capturing the  
essence of human emotions, interactions, and lives. Vane doesn’t seek to glorify these essences and realities,  
but to commemorate the stories that are worth repeating.

info@sethvane.com | 647-468-6759 | www.sethvane.com | IG: @ sethvane



Celina Virani
Celina Virani is an emerging Toronto-based photographer with an interest in documenting the changing landscapes of 
Toronto. She has always been captivated by the way humans interact with, occupy and connect with space. Virani graduated 
with a BFA from Ryerson’s School of Image Arts and continues to develop her passion behind the lens working with 
alternative, digital and historical processes. Her work has been featured at Ryerson University, George Brown Waterfront 
Campus, Gallery 44, The Gladstone Hotel and Art Square Gallery. 

lust4lightphoto@gmail.com | https://www.lust4lightphoto.com/ | IG: @lust4lightphoto



Drew Williamson
Drew Williamson is a commercial and fine art photographer based in Toronto. At an early age, while living in Alberta, he developed a strong 
interest in photography. He chose to study Marine Biology at the University of Victoria but after completing first year he decided to pursue 
the study of his first passion—photography—and so attended Ryerson. After graduating from Ryerson, most of his career has been spent in 
the commercial photography world. He has returned to what originally attracted him to photography—his passion for expressing a story in a 
medium that transcends the barriers of the written or spoken word. His approach to taking each photograph has always been a visceral one 
and is always examining his vision of the world through his photography. Since pursuing this passion, his personal work has been selected 
for juried exhibitions in both Canada and the U.S.

drewwilliamson86@gmail.com



Trevor Ydreos
Trevor Ydreos is a self-taught photographer with a passion for music, street and sports photography using a variety of analog and digital 
cameras. His experimental analog works won him one of the top prizes in Absolut Vodka and Lomography’s “Absolut Lomo” contest.  
He is a member of Gallery 44 in Toronto and the Ludlites film-based collective exhibiting in Australia. His work has also been featured  
in Brick: A Literary Journal, Fast Times, Vice Canada and COLOR skateboard magazine.

tydreosphoto@mac.com | http://www.lomography.com/homes/swoononeone



April 24 to May 5  
May 8 to 19  
Gallery 1313  
1313 Queen St. West  
Wed–Sun, 1- 6 pm

May 20 to June 1  
Artscape Youngplace,  
180 Shaw Street  
3rd Floor Hallway Gallery  
Mon–Sun, 8 am–8 pm (last day until 3 pm)


